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Current Status

As main contributors to the ALIST Project, APEX Task I team
members will continue to be responsible for:

q Acting as a bridge between NSTX and ALIST (APEX, ALPS,
and PFC)

q Refining concepts through analysis, laboratory experiments,
and design

- Plasma edge modeling
- MHD flow characterization
- Design conceptualization
-  Effects of intensive heating (such as disruption)

Effort is focused on both outboard mid-plane and divertor chute
modules.



MHD Flow Characteristics over a Segmented Chute Module with
Electrically Conducting and Insulating Walls

Stainless steel, tw=1 mm

Stainless steel, t =0.5 mm
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Numerical Model Assumption
q The model assumes Hartmann

type velocity profile in the toroidal
field direction.

q The influence of Brad has been
taken into account through an
additional term on RHS of the
momentum equation standing for
the Hartmann effect at the
backplate.

Observations

q The MHD drag caused by the
surface normal field has been
significantly reduced because the
segment walls have cut down the
toroidal electric current.

q Additional MHD drag due to the
Hartmann effect at the walls
perpendicular to the toroidal field
appears not significant for a flow
module with electrically isolated
walls.

� The toroidal electric current caused by the
surface normal field has been reduced.

� But, MHD drag caused by the toroidal
magnetic field can be ignored for the
conducting walls because the wall is less
electrically resistive than the Hartman layer.
As shown MHD drag decreases as the
conductance ratio (=σwtw/σb) decreases.



Status of the Exploration of Flowing Lithium Films for NSTX

MHD requirements and characteristics are addressed for both outboard mid-plane
and divertor film flow chute modules

No 2 3 5
Initial velocity, m 5.0 5.0 10.0
Side-wall thickness, mm 0.5 0.5 0.5
Back-plate thickness, mm 0.5 1.0 2.0
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Conducting
walls

Insulating
walls

Outboard Divertor Module 0.3 m wide x 0.47 m long
Btoroidal =0.24 to 0.42 T Bradial = -0.12 to 0.01 T

Outboard Mid-plane Module 0.3 m wide x 0.9 m long
Btoroidal =0.17 T (constant) Bradial = 0.1 to –0.1 T

Velocity can drop about 50% at the bottom of the
module for a conducting wall concept



 Interaction between the Toroidal Field and the Applied External Current
Causes the Lithium to Flow Away from the Free Surface

Lithium fed into the

Br = 0

Br = -0.1 T Br = -0.1 T

Observations:

� The amount of current needed to drive the flow is
about 1.5 x106 A/m2

� Interaction between the radial field and the applied
external current produces a preferential toroidal force
and flow

� A larger current density (as compared to that for the
flat plate) is required to produce a stable flow

� Will the bare spot be a concern?BT = -0.15 T

Current density = 4 x105 A/m2

Current density = 8 x105 A/m2



What was planned on November 2000? Do the tasks reflect R&D needs for the ALIST
modules?

APEX FY 2001 Task I: Explore options and issues for implementing a flowing liquid
wall in a major experimental physics device (e.g. NSTX) 
Planned Effort: 495K$ + INEEL (Nov. 7, 00)

I.1 Characterization of projected plasma operating conditions in NSTX   

I.2 Design and analysis of flowing liquid wall options (for long pulse operations
including a flowing limiter module) in NSTX
a) Conceptual design  
b) Divertor Integration   
c) Magneto-Hydrodynamics and Heat Transfer   
d) Splashing and condensation effects on diagnostic windows/Macroscopic sputtering

during normal operations  

I.3 Plasma-Liquid Interactions
Characterize NSTX edge-plasma with liquid wall to aid design   
Assess particle fueling needed for low-recycling plasmas  
Validate lithium model with TFTR data, and neon and argon edge-impurity radiation with
DIII-D  

I.4 LM-MHD experiments with magnetic field gradients and applied currents

I.5 Identification of key issues and Development of an R&D plan for implementing
liquid walls in NSTX

1.6 Other operating plasma devices
Will discuss this again during March conference call.



MHD and Heat Transfer Analysis Plan

Help define options for a Flowing Liquid (Limiter) Module (NSTX
Stage II Operation)        Begin to address time-varying magnetic
field effects to aid design of ALIST modules

Continue to investigate options that could assist long pulse
operation (NSTX Stage III Operation)

- obtain a more detailed NSTX magnetic field strength distribution (a
linear interpolation scheme was used to define field strengths
between two points)

- use realistic divertor heat flux distributions
- include non-axis-symmetric flow analyses, such as a “module” that

is being considered for the earlier stage operation

Help explore flowing liquid module options for other operating
plasma devices (C-MOD, DIIID)

Help define experimental operating parameters for M-Tor and other
experimental facilities



New Modeling Issues for Time-Varying Events on NSTX Lithium
Free Surface Modules

Issues
Can the stability and movement of LM due to changes in electromagnetic
conditions in plasma and plasma control fields be predicted?

Will numerical solution predict LM splashing characteristics in order for
us to develop methods for mitigation? e. g. identification of locations
where LM will be deposited? Will the maximum damage be predicted?
What information can/will we expect?  How does it help resolve the
feasibility issue?

How does the degree of damage from the LM free surface as compared
to that of solid wall?

Preliminary Approach
Because there is yet no “code” available to simultaneously address LM
and plasma coupling effects, the effect of start-up, disruption, elms, and
others on LM flow will be studied through applying appropriate source
terms combined with boundary conditions.



Module Design Issues

q Inlet supply and outlet
collector are integrated as part
of the module to allow easy
insertion and removal – may
require flow straightener to
form a stable and uniform film

q To reduce flow cross sectional
area to minimize the effect of
the induced current due to
time variation of the control
field

q Further breaking up the loop
can eliminate this effect

q May require to apply external
currents for lithium removal
and extraction

Nozzle design

Outlet Collector



FLOW-3D Models are being Prepared to Address Inlet Nozzle and Outlet
Collector Designs

Preliminary inlet nozzle design for FLOW-3D calculations

Liquid in (1.5 m/s)

Unit: cm

Liquid out (outlet
boundary)

Side view

Top view

Back view



Properties NSTX MTOR
In-house Inventory 0 liter 16 liters
Composition 100% Li Ga
Melting Point K 459
Operating Point K 500 298
Density, ρ kg/m3 511 6200
Dynamic Viscosity, µ kg/m/s 5.2E-04 1.95E-03
Kinematic Viscosity, υ m2/s 1.02E-06 3.15E-07
Electrical Cond, σ Ω-1m-1 3.57E+06 3.6E+06
Surface Tension N/m 0.395 0.735

Parameter Outboard Midplane Outboard Divertor
NSTX MTOR-1 NSTX MTOR-1

Fluid Li Ga Li Ga
Film

Thickness,δ
0.2 cm 0.2 cm 0.2 cm 0.2 cm

Velocity 10 m/s 3.1 m/s* 10 m/s 3.1 m/s*
Channel ½

Width
0.15 m 0.1 m 0.15 m 0.1 m

Flow Length 90 cm 70- 30  cm 47 cm 50 cm
Angle 90o 90 o 25 o 25 o

Area
Increase

0% 0% 0 % 0 %

Btor,in 0.2 T 0.4 T 0.24 T 0.24 T
Btor,final 0.2 T 0.4 T 0.42 T 0.42 T

B⊥ ,in 0.1 T 0.1 T1 -0.12 T 0.1 T1

B⊥ ,final -0.1 T -0.1 T1 0.01 T 0.1 T1

HaT(δ),avg. 33.1 34.37 54.68 28.35
Re 19640 19654 19640 19654

HaT/Re 1.69E-03 1.75E-03 2.78E-03 1.44E-03
Ha⊥ (0.1T) 16.57 8.59 16.57 8.59

Fr 3.367 1.18- 1.8 7.167  2.15
* 100 kg Ga will allow a 12 seconds discharge  1 planned

Similarity of MTOR to ALIST Free Surface Modules

q At present field configuration, MTOR is
sufficient to simulate ALIST free surface module
flow phenomena (field gradient, surface normal,
and pulsed effects) using Ga.

ALIST MHD Experiments

q Facility: M-Tor

q 1st stage working fluid:
Gallium



Schematic View of ALIST Free Surface Test Modules

Outboard mid-plane module
 (at BT =0.4 T)

Outlet collector

Inlet supply duct

Outboard divertor
module (0.24 T to 0.42 T)



Summary

q New models are required to address the effects of time-varying events

- Need to understand physics mechanisms involved and determine
whether the interaction between plasma current/control field and LM
MHD can be numerically decoupled.

- In order to help develop modeling strategy, a draft table that
(quantitatively) summarizes time-varying scenarios and
consequences will be prepared and circulated. It will be discussed at
the April meeting.

e.g. Considering the effect of the start-up: The present plan takes the induced
current calculated from the TSC code in a solid lithium plate and applies it to the
fluid. Is this adequate to describe the problem?

q M-Tor is sufficient to investigate MHD flow characteristics of ALIST
outboard mid-plane and divertor modules using Gallium

q Perform FLOW-3D calculations for full module inlet nozzle and outlet
collector designs, while conducting water experiments to verify the designs

q The MHD tests, when combined with full module water tests for nozzle
and collector designs, would help complete the development of ALIST
modules


